This paper describes the main features of an ALGOL-type compiler that has been used very successfully with the Manchester Atlas for over two years. Since we are dealing with a working system special attention is given to the input/output and fault monitoring facilities, and also to the efficiency of the system. Not being bound by any particular dogma, the authors have felt free to play with the system, and some indication of recent developments is given.
the nearest integer before the assignment takes place. An expression treated in this way is denoted by /. In denoting substitution of an expression in a statement we use E or /to indicate the implied assignment.
Standard functions
Standard functions are similar to those of ALGOL except that In, abs and entier in ALGOL are written log, mod and intpt respectively in AA. In addition there are the following: Here i denotes any integer variable and I u J 2 , / 3 are all expressions of the form /, such that (/ 3 -I{)jl 2 is an integer > 0. The /s are evaluated and this condition checked as a prelude to the cycle. The Is remain unaltered throughout the cycle. Cycles may be nested to any depth.
parity (/) fracpt (E) int (I) radius (£1,
Routines and functions As in ALGOL a routine is essentially a named block with parameters. In AA, however, a routine heading of the form (ROUTINE) • < > {NAME} ({FORMAL PARAMETER LIST}) replaces the first begin There are three types of routines (RT): routine real fn integer fn the corresponding exit instructions are return result = E result = / As with data a routine name should be declared before it is referred to. This means either placing the routine near the head of the block in question, or alternatively giving an advance "specification" in the form {RT} spec {NAME} ({FORMAL PARAMETER LIST}) and putting the routine itself near the end of the block. It is useful when laying out a large program to give, near the beginning of it, a summary of the relevant subroutines in this way.
The call statement for a routine is
The relations between the FORMAL and ACTUAL PARA-METERS are as follows
FORMAL PARAMETER ( F P ) ACTUAL PARAMETER ( A P )
integer name / % real name x I name of a variable of array name a I given type integer array name k > integer i I real x E routine R real fn R name of a routine of integer fn R given type
The names associated with the FPs (which can of course be arbitrary) have the force of declarations inside the routine, but when the FP is a routine (or function) a spec must be inserted (from which the RT can be omitted). An integer or real FP will be assigned the value of the AP at the time of the call ("call by value"). A . . . name FP will be assigned the actual store location of the AP; if the latter is an array element its subscripts are evaluated at the time of call ("call by simple name").
In a list of FPs of the same type, the type delimiters after the first may be omitted, e.g., routine spec print (real x, integer m, integer ri) may be written routine spec print (real x, integer m, n) In what follows we shall abbreviate such a specification in the form:
PERM A small library of routines is preloaded at the head of the block which surrounds the user's block, which is therefore entirely within their scope. These routines are used for fault monitoring, input/output (see next section), matrix algebra, integrating differential equations, simple list processing, and other operations. For obvious reasons the bulk of these routines are written in machine code. Although these PERManent routines are not, strictly speaking, part of the language, to the user they appear so.
Input and output
Input and output functions are mostly performed by PERM routines, special statements being avoided as far as possible: so far there are only two, namely "read" and caption. The permanent routines which we have found most useful are:
print ft (E, I) read (v-list) read binary (/) punch binary (/) / refers to an input or output "tape" in the Job Description reads and prints symbols converting to and from numerical equivalents (see later) prints the value of E with I\, Ii digits before and after the decimal point prints the value of E in floating decimal style to / significant figures (a special instruction) reads nos. from data tape, assigns them to listed locations reads/punches 5, 7, or 12 bits from/on 5, 7 hole tape, or cards. The bits are handled as an integer.
Other routines serve to control the layout of the page: tab advances the printing position according to a preassigned We must of course know the actual numerical equivalents of these symbols if we wish to use them (a rather unlikely event) and for this reason they are listed in the manual. For example, to print a $ symbol we write: print symbol (14807).
Punching conventions
To facilitate punching we have arranged that statements can be terminated by a newline or a semicolon. As a consequence if a statement occupies more than one line, all except the last one are terminated by c. All spaces, underlined spaces, and superfluous terminal symbols are ignored. The special symbols \ and 2 are converted into -5 and \2 on input. (Regardless of how it is punched a special case is made of f 2 in order to compile efficient code.)
Comments may be inserted by means of comment STRING or
STRING
The second alternative was introduced to economize on punching. In particular, underlining on Atlas Flexowriters entails backspacing, so that a delimiter word of n letters involves 2m tape characters. For this reason we have introduced a compiling mode which allows the user to write his delimiter words in upper case letters, provided all other names use only lower case letters, e.g., REAL a, b, c ; INTEGER ARRAY u, v (1 : 10) Both forms of delimiters are in fact permitted in this mode which is operative between the statements upper case delimiters and normal delimiters.
Fault diagnosis
There are several facilities for helping to locate faults in the object program. The first to be implemented were label and routine tracing, and query printing. The former is a facility for recording the main breaks in the passage of control, and indicates either the sequence of routines entered, and/or the jump instructions executed. Query printing allows the user to terminate an assignment statement with a ?, thus
The program (or selected sections of it) can then be compiled in one of two modes (i) ignore queries in which the ?'s are ignored, or (ii) compile queries in which extra instructions are compiled for printing out the assigned value.
These two phrases are the statements actually used to delimit the area of the program in which the facility is operative. A similar device is used in connection with label and routine tracing. These aids to fault diagnosis require some action on the part of the user and of necessity involve a separate run of the program. Perhaps the most useful debugging aid is the stack post mortem which is involved whenever an unforeseen fault arises. Faults arising in the object program are classed as trappable or untrappable, and they are detected in the first instance either by the supervisor or the object program. Untrappable faults are those regarded as being necessarily catastrophic, e.g., an input stream, or "tape", not denned in the Job Description (see Howarth et ah, 1961) , while trappable faults are those not so regarded, there being some possibility of retrieving matters by jumping to a preassigned part of the program. An example of the latter situation is an arithmetical fault (e.g., division overflow) occurring in a series of independent calculations. In this type of program if a particular "case" breaks down one can simply pass on to the next.
Faults detected by the supervisor are as follows: trappable div overflow exp overflow sqrt argument < 0 log argument < 0 inverse trig fn out of range (the above refer to arithmetic faults arising in basic or extracode instrs.) no more data in input stream more store required local time exceeded
The following faults are in the object program. Note: "array subscript out of range" is only detected as a fault on request. This is done by delimiting the areas of interest in the program by the statements compile array bound check and stop array bound check.
Outside these areas faults of this kind will not be detected and may in fact cause extravagant effects. The reason for making this facility optional is that the extra instructions required in the program may substantially increase both the size and running time of the program, the latter by up to 100%. It would be essential that checks of this kind should be built into the hardware of any future machines. When a trappable fault occurs the supervisor, or the object program, refers to a "trapping vector" to find the address to which to transfer control. This trapping vector contains one entry for each type of fault (the faults being numbered 1, 2, 3, . . .) and is set up by the user, or rather by the compiler from information supplied by the user. This takes the form of instructions, for example fault 1, 5-^3, 2,4-s> 1 This would cause a jump to label 3 should a (trappable) fault of the type 1 or 5 subsequently turn up, or a jump to 1 in the case of a fault of type 2 or 4. The labels must be local to the block in which the above fault statement occurs, usually the outer block. In the event of a fault the stack is cut back to its extent at the time the fault statement was obeyed, but some variables may have been altered in the meantime and allowance must be made for this in planning the rescue operation.
If a trappable fault is not trapped the program terminates with the standard monitoring, as in the case of an untrappable fault. This monitoring consists, firstly, of printing out the line number of the faulty statement and the name of the routine (or serial no. of the block: see program "map") in which it occurred. Following this it prints out a summary of the working space (scalars and cycle counts) in the last block entered at each level as far as the current (faulty) retained at run-time. An example of the monitoring for a specimen program is given in the appendix. Fig. 1 illustrates the fault handling system using the trapping vector set up for fault 1, 5 -* 3, 2, 4 -> 1.
Efficiency of the object program
As in most ALGOL translators the object program uses a stack to store data and for working space (see e.g., Watts, 1963 ). An index register is associated with each textual level and points to the section of the stack opened up by the activation of the current block at that level. The previous contents of the index register (and the link if the block is a routine) are preserved in the stack immediately on entry to the block, and are subsequently restored on leaving it. When a routine is handed on as a parameter of another routine it is also necessary to hand on a picture of the relevant index registers as they were at that point. When the parametric routine is eventually called in, it is necessary to reset temporarily the index registers to their original state. This latter operation is performed by three central banks of instructions which preserve, reset and restore up to 9 index registers according to the point of entry, this being chosen so that only the relevant index registers are interchanged.
For each block the stack is divided into a static and dynamic part. Scalars, array boxes, cycle parameters, whose size is known at compile time are allocated to the static part where they can be accessed by a single (modified) instruction, reals are stored as floating point numbers, integers as destandardized numbers which allows them to be used either as address additives, or as operands in an arithmetical expression. All these quantities are initialized to zero on entry to the block, and the stack pointer advanced to the end of this part of the stack, the extent of which is known at compile time. Dynamic items, i.e., arrays, are then allocated storage from this point onwards. An array box consists of two address words, one of which points to the dope vector (which may be shared by several arrays) and the other points either to the array itself (if it is a vector) or to a hierarchy of address words which point to the rows, planes, etc., of the array (a scheme suggested by Iliffe, 1961) . In this way any particular array element can be reached by a simple succession of store references (one for each dimension), without any multiplications. This, together with the fact that integers are stored in address units, means that array elements such as a(i + 1 , 7 + 2 ) can be "fetched" in 5 instructions. On the other hand, it is difficult to improve the system without resort to optimization procedures which would equally well benefit a simple scheme not involving the "Iliffe" vectors. To give the reader some idea of the efficiency (or lack of it) of our object program, we give below the translation of the following cycle. The use of machine code Facilities exist for using machine instructions in AA programs, although needless to say, this is not encouraged. In some cases, however, it is useful (a) to speed up a critical inner loop or (b) to perform some function not available through formal Autocode statements.
Examples of the latter are the use of local timers, and the 1 use of peripheral equipment in certain special modes. To illustrate machine code we give in Fig. 2 the optimum form of the scalar product loop used in the previous section.
It will be seen that this loop takes 6 instructions compared with the 13 of the formal translation. [Note: the above loop can be improved still further by moving the "124" instruction to follow the "362" so that it will be completely overlapped. This will necessitate other minor changes, however, and we shall not give details.]
Speed of translation
Having revealed something of the quality of the object code it is appropriate to say something about the speed of compiling it. Several improvements have been made to the original AA compiler. The figures in Table 1 refer to one of the latest versions.
The following table gives a breakdown of the compiling time for 4 programs. The figures are based on instruction counts provided by the Atlas Supervisor. As may be expected there is a good deal of variation from one source program to another. Table 1 1. This is simply the time spent in reading in the program. More precisely it is the time charged to the compiler by the Supervisor which supplies the characters in 6-bit internal code, with its own "shift" system. It is approximately proportional to the length of the program tape. 2. This is the time spent in converting to 7-bit code, and then to reconstructing the image of the symbols on the line. Each symbol may be formed by superimposing up to 3 distinct basic characters (a compound character). It also includes the removal of spaces, underlined spaces, and erases. 3. In this stage all the names, constants, and delimiter words are converted into 48-bit words, and categorized to simplify the decision processes of the next stage. Stages 2 and 3 account for well over half the total compiling time. Except in the case of programs like no. 3, between 300-400 instructions are executed in the compiler for every instruction compiled.
Notes on

Recent developments
We can deal with these only briefly here, a full account will be published elsewhere. It is typical of this article that it nowhere mentions Language H by name, although this is a British language that has already been implemented on three widely different NCR/Elliott computers (405, 315 & 803) and is being developed on another (4100). The section of the article on ACL is very misleading and I will return to it later in this letter.
Correspondence: Commercial English languages
Use of the phrase "anti-COBOL, anti-standardization" is a way of "proving" guilty by association. Presented with an adequate COBOL compiler for a specific machine, I will gladly use it as a normal tool of the trade; but if you insist on raising it up as an idol of standardization, then I may point out its very obvious feet of clay. My Biblical metaphor is perhaps provoked by that other phrase "tower of Babel"; the actual plot of this story has no relevance whatever to our problems, and the phrase seems to serve as a shorthand way of sneering at people with the ability and energy to create new computer languages.
Where we need standardization is in our thinking and talking abour computer languages-notation, standard metalanguage, definition of concepts (2), analysis of structual features etc. There was an opportunity about five years ago for standardization in the U.K., when a meeting of all manufacturers was held. Unfortunately, one representative at that time prevented the meeting from getting down to hard thought and work, and persisted in wanting merely to follow the latest transatlantic fashion (which happened to be COBOL). Another lost opportunity was the European meeting at Amsterdam a few years ago, to consider adaptation of ALGOL for business data processing.
Mr. Paine's article has the usual references to scores of man-years being spent on compiler writing. One is tempted to generalize, unfairly, that the more the man-years the worse the result. You do not need a large team to write a compiler; you need a small group of intelligent people. There are hundreds of such competent people in this country, but the frustration has been that management of British and ostensibly British computer manufacturers and the large users have seldom had the guts to invest in the ability of their technical staff.
Where the man-years are needed is in the "infra-structure" of compilers, in the operating systems and file conventions etc. Most of all they are needed in the publication of manuals and in continually updating them.
To return to ACL (Atlas Commercial Language), there are a number of inaccuracies in the article:
(1) ACL was not developed by the Institute of Computer Science, but by University of London Atlas Computer Service, who operate the computer. This feature is not in fact part of ACL, but in any case it is a routine facility of computer languages (3). The point of ACL is that a particular "shape" of printed line is defined by column positions across the page, using literals and data names (either new ones for printing, or already defined somewhere else), together with the pernickety editing details that are so important in business reporting.
